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Application Note #2425 
 

Gearing Acceleration (Superimposed profile method) 
 
Normal operation of the controller has a slave axis instantaneously gearing to the master 
upon execution of the GRn command.  This can be undesirable in certain situations, such 
as the case when the master is already moving at the time the GRn command is issued.  
In this situation, it may be beneficial to engage the slave according to some acceleration 
rate, therefore ramping up to the speed of the master. 
 
The following application program superimposes (or blends) two motion profiles to 
provide this acceleration.  The first profile is a PR move on the slave axis with a known 
AC and DC.  This profile is combined with the GRn profile to give the final acceleration 
to the gear ratio. 
 
The theory behind this is as follows.  Setting the AC of a negative PR move to the 
maximum number will cause instantaneous acceleration.  The profile will then follow the 
DC rate to complete the move.  When this profile is added to the instantaneous 
acceleration of the positive GRn command, the resultant profile has the slave ‘ramping’ 
to the speed of the master according the DC rate set (see diagram below).  
 

GR 1 PR -Q Resulting Profile

AC=∞

Velocity profiles used for gearing acceleration

SP=GR*SPmaster
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In this diagram, Q depends on the desired acceleration according to the equation:    
 

Q=SP2/2DC 
 
This opposite move counteracts the instantaneous acceleration of the GR command, 
resulting in the smooth acceleration.  In order to ramp down, or decelerate from the 
gearing, a PR in the positive direction is given in conjunction with the GR0 command. 
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The limitation to this method is a slight jump in the motion as the gearing is engaged.  
This is due to the controller attempting to command the servo at the maximum 
acceleration.  The magnitude of this jump is influenced by the speed of the master. 
 

#GEARAMP 
start = 0;stop = 0 
AC67107840 
GAY 
IN"Speed of the master (cts/sec)?",jog 
IN"Final gear ratio?",ratio 
IN"Time to accelerate (msec)?",rate 
rate = rate/1000 
speed = (jog*ratio) 
decel =s peed/rate 
DC decel;SP speed 
ramp = (speed*speed)/(2*_DCX) 
JG ,jog;BGY 
MG"Type start = 1 to engage" 
MG"or type stop = 1 to abort" 
#LOOP;JP#LOOP,(start = 0)&(stop = 0) 
JP#STOP,stop = 1 
PR -ramp;BGX;GR ratio 
#VELOOP;JP#VELOOP,(speed => _TVX)&(stop = 0) 
JP#STOP,stop = 1 
MG"Type start = 0 to disengage" 
MG"or type stop = 1 to abort" 
#LOOP2;JP#LOOP2,(start = 1)&(stop = 0) 
JP#STOP,stop = 1 
GR 0;PR ramp;BGX 
#VELOOP2;JP#VELOOP2,(_TVX > 0)&(stop = 0) 
JP#STOP,stop = 1 
WT1000 
STY 
JP#GEARAMP 
#STOP 
AB1 
JP#GEARAMP 
EN 

 
 


